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It was this time last year I was preparing to take to the stage at the Safety and Health 
Expo to chair a panel on ‘Rebranding Health and Safety’. As part of my research, I 
stumbled across a TED Talk by Simon Sinek about how some of the world’s most inspiring 
companies and leaders sell themselves, not by what they do, but why they do it. Sinek’s 
‘golden circle’ explains why Martin Luther King, The Wright Brothers and Apple all 
managed to succeed where others have failed. The basis of it is that they all promote 
why they do things rather than what they do.  

by: Anna Keen, Acre Frameworks

- continued on page 6

Need to Work out its Why?
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Respect on the World Stage – CSSE’s Global Recognition!
Living and working in a country as vast as Canada, we could spend our entire lives exploring our own backyard.  
Whether through work or volunteer roles, we are presented with opportunities to travel outside of our borders.  

This Spring, I had the pleasure and honour to venture both within and outside of Canada to meet safety professionals 
from around the world – and have seen and promoted the value of our CSSE relationships in true, living colour!  
From Ottawa to Buckingham Palace to Denver, Colorado, I’d love to share my experiences with you. The journey 
begins in Canada’s capital, Ottawa, during Canada’s 150th birthday.

NAOSH Week Launch, Ottawa, Ontario   May 8, 2017

North American Occupational Safety & Health (NAOSH) Week celebrated its 20th anniversary this year! I wonder how 
many of you remember when it was called Canadian Occupational Health & Safety (COHS) Week? April 28 each year 
marks our National Day of Mourning – a time when we remember those who have lost their lives to workplace injuries 
or illness. NAOSH Week or “Safety & Health Week” follows closely and represents our “Call to Action” – an opportunity 
to move forward and focus on ensuring that all workers come home safely at the end of each work day.

Once again, this year we’ve seen growing participation in workplaces and communities across Canada. Participation 
certainly comes in many forms – from celebrating with a safety BBQ, PPE fashion show, or “what’s wrong with this 
photo” contest to dedicating this week for safety training opportunities, PPE checks, or practising “confined space 
rescue” – the ideas are endless! Often organized by Joint Health & Safety Committees with the support of their 
CEOs, safety in the workplace is certainly being seen as an important part of good business.

This year’s official launch was held in Ottawa and was attended by CSSE members, NAOSH Week partners, businesses 
and government officials. The Minister of Employment, Workforce Development, and Labour, Patty Hajdu, provided 
words of welcome and assisted us in officially launching a week’s worth of hundreds of events across Canada.

CSSE is a leader in North America for this initiative, and along with our partners, the Board of Canadian Registered 
Safety Professionals (BCRSP), Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and Safety (CCOHS), Threads of Life, and 
the American Society of Safety Engineers (ASSE), we re-committed our support of NAOSH Week into the future.

RoSPA Centenary Royal Garden Party at Buckingham Palace   May 25, 2017

Perry Ruehlen, CSSE’s Executive Director, and I were invited to attend the RoSPA (Royal Society for the Prevention 
of Accidents) 100th anniversary event – as we called it “Tea at Buckingham Palace”. Enjoyed by nearly 3,500 guests 
from across the RoSPA family and with HRH The Duke of York and HRH Princess Eugenie of York in attendance, 
the garden party was a magnificent way in which to mark celebrate the RoSPA achievements of the past century.  
Highlights of our journey included our time spent in conversation with leaders from IOSH, NEBOSH, INSHPO, BCSP, 
BCRSP and many more. Building partnerships with other safety-related organization is leading the CSSE to a 
stronger international presence that is resulting in our ability to connect you with resources and opportunities for 
your growth as a safety professional. 

  

- continued on page 4

https://www.rospa.com/
https://www.iosh.co.uk/
https://www.nebosh.org.uk/
http://www.inshpo.org/
http://www.bcsp.org/
https://www.bcrsp.ca/
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While en route to this “once in a lifetime” event, we learned of the bombing at the concert hall in Manchester – a 
shocking, tragic event. It would be wrong to say that things were as normal when we arrived in London. While the 
citizens remained strong, the visual reminders told the real story. Fully armed militia travelled down the Thames and 
were also positioned near the London Underground entrances and along the well-known bridges and streets of 
London. The newscasts put faces to those who died, and spoke of the Queen’s visit to those who were injured.  
Despite all of these things, the celebrations went on for the RoSPA, and the safety practitioners and professionals 
invited from around the world – a true testament to the RoSPA and their beloved Patron – Her Majesty The Queen. 
Our thoughts are with them still.

Safety 2017 – ASSE’s Professional Development Conference in Denver, Colorado  June 19-22, 2017

Denver in June is certainly a hot spot in the United States!  Not only was the temperature close to 100˚ F, but with 
close to 5,500 delegates in attendance, the ASSE’s conference centre was also a hot spot especially for meeting 
the largest group of safety professionals that I’ve ever seen gathered in one place.  

The conference truly began for me when I was called to the stage to welcome the huge group of delegates on 
behalf of the CSSE. For me, it was a moment that I’ll remember forever. I was a proud CSSE member – proud to be 
able to speak on behalf of you and the rest of our fellow members. 

Perry and I attended meetings and events with the ASSE’s national board, as well as with leaders from BCSP, IOSH, 
INSHPO, Safety Institute of Australia (SIA), and many others from a variety of safety or industry organizations. The 
ASSE’s own international “Nigerian Chapter” hosted a reception, which provided an opportunity to learn more 
about their health and safety issues as well as participate in their cultural activities, which included listening to their 
music and watching/participating in their dance. They were celebrating their 10th anniversary as a Chapter. The 
ASSE also hosted a Global Lounge for delegates from around the world. This provided an excellent meeting place 
for networking with others in a relaxing environment – a chance to slow down for a moment to catch your breath.   

 

CSSE – Proudly Taking our Place in the Spotlight on the World Stage
Through our representation of the CSSE at the RoSPA centennial celebrations at Buckingham Palace, to attending 
and speaking to the delegates at the ASSE’s Safety 2017 Professional Development Conference, the CSSE grows 
in recognition as an influential partner and valuable organization in the world of safety.

These relationships we’ve built, the stories we’ve shared with colleagues from abroad, the lessons we’ve learned 
from so many, and the partnerships we continue to develop with organizations from around the world, will support 
our organization as we continue to lead the CSSE onto the world stage for you, our members – our friends!  

Kathy Tull
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Chart of Joint Health and Safety Committee 
Regulations by Province

Province

Alberta

British Columbia

Manitoba

New Brunswick

Newfoundland & 
Labrador

Nova Scotia

Ontario

PEI

Quebec

Saskatchewan

Committee Name

Joint Work Site 
Health and Safety 
Committee

Joint Occupational 
Health and Safety 
Committee

Workplace Safety 
and Health 
Committees

Joint Health and 
Safety Committee

Occupational Health 
and Safety 
Committees

Joint Occupational 
Health and Safety 
Committee

Joint Health and 
Safety Committee

Joint Occupational 
Health and Safety 
Committee

Health and Safety 
Committee

Occupational Health 
Committees

Legal Requirement  
for the Committee

As directed by the 
Minister

Mandatory when  
there are 20 or more 
employees or when 
“required by order”

Mandatory – 20 or 
more employees as 
designed by the Lt. 
Governor

Mandatory – 20 or 
more employees

Discretionary: 10 or 
more employees

Mandatory – 20 or 
more employees

Mandatory – 20 or more 
employees, or when 
ordered by Minister, or 
where a designated 
substance is in use

Mandatory – 20 or more 
employees

Mandatory – 20 or more 
employees and where 
regulated

Mandatory – 10 
employees or more

# of People on  
the Committee

At least 3 and not 
more than 12

Not less than 4

At least 4 and not 
more than 12

As agreed upon  
by employees  
and employer

At least 2 and not 
more than 12

As agreed upon  
by employees  
and employer

At least 2  
(fewer than 50 
employees)

As agreed upon by 
employees and 
employer

At least 4

At least 2 and not 
more than 12

Committee Composition

At least 2 employees and 1 
employer or at least half 
employees

At least one-half must be 
worker representatives

At least half to represent 
employees

Equal representation

At least half to represent 
employees

At least half to represent 
employees

At least half to represent 
employees

At least half to represent 
employees

At least half to represent 
employees

At least half to represent 
employees

Mandatory Requirements 
 for Training Provider

No mandatory training 
requirements

Can be registered as a 
WSBC Education Partner 
but not required as no 
trainers endorsed by WSBC

Can become Worksafe 
Education Partner but not 
required

Bill 61: indicating that 
training for JHSC is 
mandatory, will be proved 
by WHSCC

Does not allow self-study

No mandatory training 
requirements

Training must be provided by 
an organization approved by 
the WSIB. Training is called 
JHSC Part 1 and Part 2. Trained 
Members of the JHSC are 
called “Certified Members”

No mandatory training 
requirements

No mandatory training 
requirements

No mandatory training 
requirements
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They know their purpose and they inspire others to believe 
it. Simply put, Sinek believes people don’t buy what you 
do; they buy why you do it. By thinking, acting and 
communicating your purpose, you can get people to join 
your cause, buy your product and inspire them into action.

How does this work? 

Well, I will leave Simon to explain the science but it did 
get me thinking: what is Health and Safety’s ‘Why?’

Last year we took to the streets of London with a video 
camera and asked the public for their view of Health 
and Safety. To view the results CLICK HERE

Reflecting on the video, the public understands what 
safety is, and how it operates. But we have failed to 
promote the purpose of the profession - the ‘Why’?

What is the ‘Why?’
One of my clients recently told me a story; his young niece 
asked what he did for a job. His brother was a doctor—a 
well-respected profession that gets the admiration it 
deserves. When trying to explain to a seven year old what 
a health and safety professional does, he could have 
talked about telling people off for doing the wrong thing 
like a policeman, and he could have talked about enforcing 
law like a judge but he simply stated:

‘I make sure less people have to go and see your dad.’

He presented himself as the person who helps prevent 
harm to others. That really hit home to me.

This isn’t new. Laing O’Rourke’s John Green ( a key leader 
in Safety Differently) has for some time been talking 
about returning Health and Safety to a state where it is 
viewed though the lens of ethical responsibility rather 
than the lens of bureaucracy. 

If we stopped leading with compliance and control and 
reminded ourselves that Health and Safety isn’t just 
about covering the backsides of those on the board but 
getting people home healthy and safe, would it make a 
difference? Would that allow us to rebrand? Would it be 
a powerful enough ‘Why?’

Ernst and Young in Australia recently produced a report 
on ‘Plus One’, their new vision for Health and Safety that 
emphasises the importance of focusing on the positive 
impacts made through Health and Safety. Now I’m not 
sure we need another brand like ‘Zero Harm’ but the report 
states a key driver is ‘healthier, stronger, smarter, better 
trained people’. To me that seems like an even better ‘Why’ 
than just getting people home healthy and safe. It implies 
that we are actually having a positive impact.

If that was the purpose we presented as a profession, at 
an organisational level and through every conversation 
we had, would we be able to rebrand and change public 
opinion?

Anna Keen  Founder, Acre Frameworks - Rebranding Health and Safety, one individual at a time

Anna Keen is founder and director of Acre Frameworks. Having spent more than a decade recruiting 
health and safety professionals across the globe, Anna is working in partnership with Acre to add value to 
their clients and the wider health and safety profession through the assessment and development of 
behavioural competencies in the profession. Anna has worked with industry leaders to define the 
competencies critical for success in health and safety and creating the Acre Frameworks Competency 
Framework. The framework underpins a range of assessment and development offerings aimed at 
assisting individuals and teams to improve their performance and develop their careers.

WHY?

WHAT?

HOW?

Does Health and Safety 
Need to Work out its Why?

- continued from page 1   

https://vimeo.com/157701980


9:30 a.m. and you pull your vehicle into the parking 
lot. “Great, it’s raining” you announce. Then as you 
rehearse your opening line, you think “At least I’ve got 
15 minutes to spare.” In the quiet moment, you 
convince yourself that this time you are positive you 
will get the job. Turn off the engine. Take one last deep 
breath and say out loud, “I am going to get this job.” 
Then you’re off to the employer/client meeting. You 
walk briskly along the sidewalk, open the one of the 
glass doors and march confidently up to the official-
looking reception desk. Armed with your résumé or 
company brochure/presentation, it’s time again to go 
through the interview meeting. 

Are you ready to demonstrate your brand, your services 
and your experience? How different are you from your 
competitors? How can you prove it to the prospective 
employer/client that you’re the right person… with a 
safety professional’s portfolio?

As safety people, we are used to providing advice, 
consulting on safe work practices, recommending 
compliance actions, advising on claims management 
and return-to-work cases, and providing expert opinion/
evidence at hearings. Our job is that of persuading, 
convincing or implementing safety change management 
in the workplace. We’re generally not used to employing 
these skills to sell our own services, talent, and expertise. 
We typically use a series of historical stories based on 
our past experiences and accomplishments, and engage 
the prospective clients or employers in conversations 
and tales to convince them that we are the right person 
for the job. At the end of the meeting, we shake hands 
and leave—many of us, however, then have a moment of 
fear or dread, because we forgot a key service, a project 
or principle that we should have discussed because it 
would be the information that clinches the deal. Too late.

That’s the purpose and the rationale of the safety 
professional’s portfolio. The portfolio is a customized 
collection of samples, ideas, principles, presentations, 
work – your evidence that will illustrate and demonstrate 
why – and more importantly how – you bring the right 
set of accomplishments, experience, and talent that 
matches the requirements of the employer/client.

Your safety portfolio is your collection of safety 
accomplishments and can include any non-confidential 
samples of your work. From detailed field inspections, 
tool box talks to committee meeting minutes, safety 
program policies, field-level hazard assessments, safety 
management system presentations or safety leadership 
analytics, you have visual evidence that you cannot only 
share with your prospective employer/client, but also 
use as a prompt and reminder to connect your 
conversation and words with the needs of the employer. 
Whether you bring hardcopy samples (i.e., not the entire 
200-page safety program) in a binder or a portfolio 
case or you create a Prezi, PowerPoint, or similar 
e-learning presentation (after you have updated your 
LinkedIn page and résumé to match in style and tone), 
you will be armed with the tools, ideas and products that 
will help you lead the employer/client through the 
discussion of what they need and what you (and only 
you) can do to meet the company’s safety requirements.

The portfolio does not replace your résumé or company 
literature (if you are a consultant); it supplements them. 
Your résumé identifies your skills, talents and experience; 
your literature describes what services/benefits you 
provide – and your portfolio demonstrates your work/
talent and is a self-contained unit that presents your 
work in an impressive format. For each employer/client, 
you should customize the portfolio collection to convey 
your professional skills and talent and accomplishments 
to match the needs of the company. 

In tough markets, safety professionals/practitioners who 
have a range of skills and talents, as well as a few specialties, 
flexibility, smarts, and excellent communication skills, are 
most likely to be the ones to land the jobs and contracts. 
As a portfolio can illustrate your professional range, it 
demonstrates your marketability in tougher job/contract 
markets. Employers or clients who see the efforts 
demonstrated in your portfolio compare you to the 
person who may have just scattered a couple of 
brochures across their desks an hour ago. They think, 
“This presentation content matches what we need. The 
presentation is well organized; this work is well 
organized; and so you are the safety professional/
practitioner we need.” 

The result? 

You show your prospective employer/client what a 
safety professional/practitioner is really all about. In 
other words, you get the job.

Selling You: The Safety Professional
Student, part/full employee or consultant
By: Roberta Sheng-Taylor, BA, CRSP, CHSC Dipl (Adult Education) 
Outgoing Chair, CSSE National Education Committee
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Enterprise Risk Management 
The Next Step for the Safety Profession
 
By: Glyn Jones, CRSP

Occupational health and safety management systems 
are implemented for many reasons. The most obvious 
reason is to provide a basis for communicating between 
all levels of the corporate hierarchy on matters related to 
workplace safety as well as regulatory drivers that require 
employers and employees to assess hazards and design 
safe work systems. We are constantly challenged to 
maintain compliance and ensure that the health and 
safety of our workers’ health and safety are protected.  

Part of the challenge is that the safety world is in constant 
change. As one of the newest “professions”, safety 
practitioners must be adaptable to change. One of the 
changes currently impacting the safety world is the 
move away from simple “hazard assessment and control” 
towards “enterprise risk management”. Enterprise risk 
management (ERM), as the name implies, integrates all 
risks under one consistent set of methods and processes 
to manage risks and seize opportunities related to the 
achievement of the company’s objectives. Occupational 
health and safety is fast becoming one of the newest and 
most important aspects of uncontrolled risk under the 
ERM umbrella.

ERM has been described as “a risk-based approach to 
managing an enterprise” and the evolution of ERM is 
driven by the needs of the stakeholders who want to 
understand the broad spectrum of risks facing their 
organization. Currently, the aspects of ERM best recognized 
and managed by corporations include the following risks: 
financial, operational, strategic, environmental, occupational 
health and safety, and hazards. Each risk function varies in 
complexity and how it coordinates with other risk 
functions. Hazard risk and, in particular, occupational 
health and safety risk, are not always considered at the 
most senior levels of companies to be as important as 
the other risks. A central goal and challenge of ERM is 
improving this capability and coordination. Full 
integration of the ERM outputs provides for a truly 
unified picture of risk for stakeholders and improves the 
organization’s ability to manage all risks effectively.

ERM provides a framework for total risk management,  
which typically involves identifying particular events or 
circumstances relevant to the organization’s objectives 
(risks and opportunities), assessing them in terms of 
likelihood and magnitude of impact, determining a response 
strategy, and monitoring progress. By identifying and 
proactively addressing risks and opportunities, business 
enterprises protect and create value for their stakeholders, 
including owners, employees, customers, regulators, and 
society in general. For the ERM process to be successful, 
the executive team, senior management, and safety 
professionals have some learning to do.

The executive team and senior management need to 
understand the relevant occupational health and safety 
legislation. Regulatory competency of this group is a first 
step and, if there is no fundamental understanding of 
what the regulators require, how can the management 
team possibly design a work process that complies? This 
is a common problem - the senior management team and 
the executive officers don’t always know what the 
occupational health and safety regulations require.

For the safety practitioner or safety professional, foundational 
training in enterprise risk management is essential. The safety 
practitioner needs to understand how occupational health 
and safety risk fits into the ERM framework and be able to 
communicate it to senior management in a way that uses the 
ERM language and is then heard and understood by the 
senior managers as a component of ERM. The old fashioned 
language of “hazard assessment and control” has to be 
replaced with the new language of “risk assessment and risk 
management”. Further, the recognition that “controlled 
hazards” still represent an enterprise risk needs to be 
incorporated into the thinking of the modern safety 
practitioner and safety professional.  
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For the safety practitioner and safety professional, there needs to be a re-alignment of their thinking to be 
consistent with the ERM process and to understand that the ERM process is best described as a seven-step 
process. Remarkably, it also integrates very closely into the ISO Plan-Do-Check-Act or Shewart cycle. 

ERM involves: 

This requires the safety practitioner to “take stock” and 
understand the current operating conditions in which 
the organization operates, and measure, feel, and 
articulate the organization’s risk posture.

This requires the safety practitioner to do much more 
than assess hazards and design control strategies. 
Risks exist even when hazards have been controlled 
and the senior management team assumes this has 
been done! An inventory of risks associated with 
controlled work processes needs to be provided as an 
input to the ERM process. These unidentified risks may 
represent what is referred to as a “material threat” to 
the organization and further control of these risks may 
create a significant competitive advantage.

This requires the comparison of some qualitative or 
quantitative measure of the occupational health and 
safety risk to the organization’s capacity or appetite for 
accepting this risk. This appetite for accepting risk is 
called the corporate risk posture and may include the 
requirement to estimate the probability of the various 
risks identified and to allow this information to be 
included in the organization’s data-driven decision-
making.

This includes the comparison of all risks (including 
occupational health and safety risk) and an assessment 
of the impact of a serious incident on finances, 
operations, and the organizational strategy. It is not 
until all risks are assessed and their aggregation 
estimated that a true assessment can be made of the 
impact an incident will have on the organization’s key 
performance metrics.

This prioritization process takes into account the 
aggregate impact an OHS incident can have on the 
organization. It allows for identification of incremental 
risk management efforts needed to bring the aggregate 
risk profile into line with the organization’s risk posture.

This includes the development of strategies for 
controlling and exploiting the aggregate of the OHS, 
financial, operational, strategic, and other risks.

As with any active process, the continuous improvement 
loop requires the ongoing audit and review of these 
processes. This includes the ongoing measurement, 
monitoring, and communication regarding risk in the 
organization’s environment, and the continual re-
assessment and re-affirmation of the risk management 
strategies.

The integration of occupational health and safety into 
ERM will only continue to grow in importance and 
significance. Full integration of the ERM outputs 
provides for a truly unified picture of risk for stakeholders 
and improves the organization’s ability to manage all 
risks effectively.  All employees need to understand the 
ERM framework and how occupational health and 
safety fits into it, such that the company’s management 
systems can be re-built to be scalable and sustainable.

Glyn is CSSE’s Regional Vice-President of Alberta, Northwest 
Territories, and Nunavut.  He is partner at EHS Partnerships Ltd. 
in Calgary and is a consulting occupational health and safety 
professional with 30 years of experience.

GLYN can be reached at
gjones@ehsp.ca

mailto:gjones%40ehsp.ca?subject=


Leadership
Highlight

Best Advic
e  

I Ever Got?

The best advice t
hat I 

ever got was to remember 

to focus on Progress 

not Perfection.

What I Do When 
I’m Not at Work?
When I am not at work I 
am teaching & practising 
yoga, focusing on healthy 
living, journaling and enjoying 
all the sunshine I can!!

If You Weren’t Doing 
What You Are Now, 

What Would You Do? 
Spending more time bringing awareness of  the importance of balancing the continual flow of personal life with work life, self care, mental health and overall wellness to my community and beyond

Righ
t Now

 On 

Your
 Desk

 Is?

Paper, 
a large

 water bo
ttle, 

sungla
sses, 

a journal  

and a p
ink pen

Last Book Read

Practicing Happy  
by Timothy Daulter

Favorite 
Blogs

• Autodidactgirl

• Happy Herbivore

• Yogadork

3 Goals 
for

 My Term

1) Understand what 
the chapters need to 
successfully serve 
their members and 
build a plan with 

support to achieve 
those goals

2) Ens
ure go

od 

communicati
on with 

all cha
pters a

nd 

members w
ithin m

y 

region 
in orde

r to 

build a
nd gro

w 

member val
ue

3) Conduit 

between National 

and membership
 to 

achieve
 the 

strateg
ic goals

 of 

the Society

Raeleigne VanPatten

• Incoming Regional Vice President,  
   Alberta, Nunavut, Northwest Territories
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MediaMusic: Country, Folk and Yoga MusicTV: I watch Global News EdmontonNews: I am a big fan of the Food Network

Longueuil Québec Durée Formations
20 septembre 

2017
27 septembre 

2017
8 h COMMENT CONNAÎTRE LES LÉGISLATIONS ET RÉGLEMENTATIONS 

EN SST APPLICABLES AU QUÉBEC.
11 octobre 2017 __ 8 h ANALYSE DE RISQUES EN SST

8 novembre 2017 __ 8 h INDICATEURS DE MESURE ET DE PERFORMANCE EN SST

22 novembre 
2017

__ 8 h COMPORTEMENTS SÉCURITAIRES

6 décembre 2017 __ 8 h PROGRAMMES DE GESTIONS EN SST (45001, 18001, 14001 ET 9001)

17-18 janvier 
2018

24-25 janvier 
2017

16 h AMÉLIORATION DES COMPÉTENCES EN HYGIÈNE DU TRAVAIL

14 février 2018 __ 8 h AMÉLIORATION CONTINUE EN SST

28 février 2018 __ 4 h RÔLES ET RESPONSABILITÉ POUR LES DÉLÉGUÉS AU COMITÉ SST

26 fév. au 2 mars 
2018

__ 38 h SESSION PRÉPARATOIRE POUR L’EXAMEN DU ROH/CCAHT

4-5 avril 2018 __ 16 h CSSE: COMMUNICATION APPLIQUÉE DU RISQUE EN SST

11 avril 2017 __ 8 h SÉCURITÉ ÉLECTRIQUE: CHOC ÉLECTRIQUE ET CSA Z-462

FORMATION EN LIGNE: Préparation à l’examen du Conseil canadien des professionnels en sécurité
              agréé (CCPSA) Consultez le site de l’AQHSST/formations

Programme de formation 2017-2018
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28 février 2018 __ 4 h RÔLES ET RESPONSABILITÉ POUR LES DÉLÉGUÉS AU COMITÉ SST

26 fév. au 2 mars 
2018

__ 38 h SESSION PRÉPARATOIRE POUR L’EXAMEN DU ROH/CCAHT

4-5 avril 2018 __ 16 h CSSE: COMMUNICATION APPLIQUÉE DU RISQUE EN SST

11 avril 2017 __ 8 h SÉCURITÉ ÉLECTRIQUE: CHOC ÉLECTRIQUE ET CSA Z-462

FORMATION EN LIGNE: Préparation à l’examen du Conseil canadien des professionnels en sécurité
              agréé (CCPSA) Consultez le site de l’AQHSST/formations
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Préparation à l’examen du Conseil canadien des  
professionnels en sécurité agréés (CCPSA)

FORMATION MAINTENANT EN LIGNE!

Coût de la formation: 
Membre: 160$ Non-membre: 190$

*Les taxes ne sont pas incluses dans les prix ci-haut. 

Pourquoi suivre cette formation? 

Le but de la certification 

Pour comprendre les étapes préliminaires à l’écriture de l’examen du Conseil canadien des professionnels en  
sécurité agréés (CCPSA/BCRSP) en français (préparation du dossier d’inscription, délai et acceptation de l’inscription pour  
l’examen), pour apprendre ce qu’est le CCPSA/BCRSP, pour obtenir une liste des références pour faciliter la préparation 
pour l’examen, pour savoir quoi étudier, comment faire ses recherches et comment procéder à l’écriture de l’examen et 
pour savoir comment maintenir l’agrémentation CPSA/CRSP après l’examen.

La certification dans le domaine de la santé et de la sécurité du travail (SST) a pour but de promouvoir l’excellence et le 
professionnalisme. Le titre CRSP®/PSAC® démontre que la personne détenant la certification a satisfait aux exigences 
minimales en matière de formation et d’expérience et qu’elle a acquis le niveau minimal de connaissances et d’expertise 
dans ce domaine en réussissant l’examen de certification (EXPSAC).

* Après la formation, vous recevrez une série d’exemple de questions qui vous aideront pour votre préparation.

Durée: 5 heures 

info@aqhsst.qc.ca      
www.aqhsst.qc.ca     
1-888-355-3830
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pour savoir comment maintenir l’agrémentation CPSA/CRSP après l’examen.

La certification dans le domaine de la santé et de la sécurité du travail (SST) a pour but de promouvoir l’excellence et le 
professionnalisme. Le titre CRSP®/PSAC® démontre que la personne détenant la certification a satisfait aux exigences 
minimales en matière de formation et d’expérience et qu’elle a acquis le niveau minimal de connaissances et d’expertise 
dans ce domaine en réussissant l’examen de certification (EXPSAC).

* Après la formation, vous recevrez une série d’exemple de questions qui vous aideront pour votre préparation.
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www.aqhsst.qc.ca     
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A two-day that provides the OHSE practitioner, whether an internal or external consultant, with the introductory 
knowledge and skills to design effective training courses based on an analysis of organizational and employee needs. 
Filled with tools and strategies, the course will take course developers through needs analysis, instructional approaches, 
design and delivery processes, as well as assessment and evaluation elements within an overall Training Management 
Framework. The course will also assist decision-makers in evaluating the effectiveness of training courses already in 
place or courses identified for potential implementation. The course outcomes apply to multi-industry training programs.

While it will be touched upon, it should be noted that this course will not focus on the critical identification of training 
needs and options as this is offered in a separate CSSE course. Students with a sound background in performing needs 
analyses and evaluating options will be additionally supported by this second OHSE training course. 

Course participants will be able to:

■   Develop quality learning outcomes which will demonstrate 
  the participant’s ability to integrate their new knowledge, skills, 
  and attitudes effectively in their workplace

■   Examine the results of a needs analysis to set the training objectives 
  in order to deliver quality learning outcomes

■   Develop quality lesson plans and course content to meet identified 
  training needs

■   Analyze delivery methods to ensure the most effective delivery method

■   Develop appropriate evaluation criteria, strategies, tools, and techniques

Developing Effective 
OHSE Training Courses

C
O

U
R

S
E
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“ Patt (and the class) did an exceptional job of 
assisting one student with accessibility. ”
“ The course content was excellent, the instructor 
(Patt) was one of the best I have seen anywhere! ”

“ Patt was great! Fantastic examples, used class 
time wisely, was really approachable and was a 
dynamic speaker. ”

“ The instructor (Glenn) was very clear & concise 
in the delivery of the course material & made 
himself available at all times. ”

“Glenn did a magnificent job in delivering the 
materials and he is very knowledgeable and 
passionate about this course. Well Done, Glenn!”

“ Glenn was very professional and added to the 
course content in an interesting and valuable way. ”



NEW CHSCs
NEW Members 

Franki Bishop • The Shaw Group
Clare Tooley • Edmonton Catholic School District
Ashley Resch • Aerotek 
Andrea Stone • Wood Group
Dawn Miller • Guelph General Hospital
Jeremie Beaudoin • National Emergency Safety Service Corp.
Michael Svojanovski • Last Cast Outdoor Services ltd.
Nicola McGovern • Acklands-Grainger Inc.
Ian Brennan • N/A
Don Murphy • Pomerleau Inc.
Gary McDonald
Nazia Bhatia • Ryerson University
Rob Passmore • Suncor
Heather Smith
Irfan Hussain • HDR
Sarah Jenkins • Canadyne Navigation
Philip Linfield • IPAC Services Corporation
Les Johnson • ClearStream Transportation Services
Aaron Lloyd • AAWL Enterprises Inc.
Jamal Khan • PNR Railworks
Rebecca Innes • Clarity Safety Solutions
Stephen Foley • RothLochston
Alexander Donley • KBR
Ken Omokhua • Bayer Inc.
Craig Bryant • Plains Midstream Canada
Nicole Wintonyk • Inspek Crushing Ltd.
James Cochran • Mount Milligan Mine
Alain Brunet • GEMTEC Limited
Sandra Prystupa • NAIT
Garry Beckstead • SDS Beavers Dental
Jenn Sammut • Safeline Managment
Gary Bains • Pacific Safety Consulting Inc.
Lana Steck • The Builders Group
Kamaljeet Bhangu • DeBeers Canada Inc.
James Rai • Pacific Safety
Curtis Scott • Black & McDonald Ltd.
Cavell Hardiman • WorkplaceNL
Ahmed Kader • Abu Dhabi Marine Dredging Company
Jessica Harper • SureHire
Olubunmi Ojo • Chevron Nigeria Limited
Rob Staerk • Manitoba Liquor and Lotteries
Brian Duane Moreau • BDM NH3 Safety Service
Jenn Currie • Alberta Construction Safety Association
Andrew Wood • Harris and Company LLP
Kristie Turner
Brandon Andrus • Seeking A New Opportunity
Kelly Champagne • Saskatchewan Construction Safety Assoc.
Vern Sparkes • Ditch Hitch
Serge Sirois • WorkSafeNB 
Sandra Markvicka • LNB Construction Inc.
Ernest Amaziro • Heriot Watt University
Kelvin Curtis • Voice Management
Amanda Heron • Armtec
Audrey Sauder • Safety Measures Consulting
Muhammad Tauqeer Akhtar • CPECC
Brian Baert • Hespro
David Henry • TELUS Communications
Ashleigh Whitton • Finning Canada
Victor McClelland • Seas The Day Global

Nic Aulmann • R and T Integrated Solutions
Hossein Salehi • Paladin Security
Dara Semchyshen • Xtreme Mining and Demolition
Tammy Dionne • DASKI Contracting Ltd.
Anthony Adesida
Matt Arnold • Arnold Industrial Services Ltd.
Colette Hensch • KBR Wabi
Patrick O’Brien • Houle Electric
Bonnie Birmingham • St. John Ambulance
Linda Lam • Meridian Foundation
Dave Klatchuk • ATCO Pipelines and Liquids Global Business Unit
Brad Panter • Jaws Safety Services 
Peggy Bakken • True North Safety Solutions
Adam Thomas • ATCO Gas
Denise Lynch • Wolseley Canada
Charles Kayongo • NPL Canada
Florence Janvier • WSPS
Kathy Wrzos • WSPS
Beth Harrington • WSPS
Allan Macdonald • Industrial Employee Safety
Hyungyeong Lim
Cheryl Beecroft • McMaster University
Carrie-Ann Temreck
Muhammad Farooqui • TS Tech Trimont
Nadine Bailey • Prologic Construction Ltd.
Ashis Sarker
Heather Leask • Health Sciences Association of Alberta
An Tran • Halifax Harbour Bridges
Ryan Lacasse • EPCOR Utilities
Doug Longley • WorksafeBC
Glenn Wiesbrot • Brandt Tractor Ltd.
David Prange • Valley WorkSafe
Andrea Weisson • Emerson Automation Solutions
Amanda McCluskey • Wallenstein Feed & Supply
Shakeel Minhas • Sadara Chemical Company
Doug Arnold • SHSA
Joseph Paulich • Made Safe
Cory Sander • Made Safe
Gib Perkin • Made Safe
Nicole Richards • Coverall Uniform Linen and Mats Ltd.
Stephanie McGrath
Dave Humphreys • Birchcliff Energy Ltd.
Olayinka Sogbesan
Catherine McDonald • Babcock International
Zuber Ahmed • University of Ontario Institute of Technology
Tony Bosco • Crawford Roofing Corporation
Bhavesh Mody • Matrix Logistics Services
Robert Smith • Husky Energy
Kelsey Beauchesne • SK Ministry of Labour Relations & Workplace Safety
Michael Escott • SK Ministry of Labour Relations & Workplace Safety
Aimee Smith • SK Ministry of Labour Relations & Workplace Safety
Grant Barnsley • SK Ministry of Labour Relations & Workplace Safety
Kyle Broda • SK Ministry of Labour Relations & Workplace Safety
Tom Burke • SK Ministry of Labour Relations & Workplace Safety
Rob Flood • Irving Equipment
Robert Musselman • 1805313 Alberta Ltd.
Mark Parr • Edmonton Police Service
Steevie Dhesi • BCIT
Teri Clay • Karibu Industries Ltd.

Craig Smith • Corporation of the Town of Collingwood 
Dennis LeBlanc • Eastern Construction Safety
Sara Negrin • City of Fort St. John
Gabriel Mudzingwa • Qulliq Energy Corporation
Jim Aarts • Pembina Pipeline Corp.
Whitney Rutherford • Scott Builders
Maurya Sokolon • Chemscape Safety Technologies
Vinosiyani Vijayarajah • Black & McDonald
Christina Hetu • Transport Canada
Audrey Behm • Pembina
Adebola Olatunji • Norplan-Fichtner
Christopher Bazant • Roy Northern Land and Environmental
Rhys Fraser
Rebecca Hiscock • Valard Construction
Lois Essensa • Pioneer Construction
Tony Healy
Branden Croskery • First Response Health and Safety
Stanley Craig Caruso • Pretium Resources
Melanie Pekrul • Raytheon Canada LImited
Akintayo Olokunboro • Daishowa  Marubeni International
Kateryna Kurylo • NPL Canada Ltd.
William Boyle • Caliberr Professional Services
Pete Dickie • HSE Integrated
Jean-Luc Rosso • General Safety Program
Darcy Bozic • Mainroad Group
Esther Winder • Kermode Safety Consulting
Juergen Wasner • Coast Environmental Ltd.
Dawn Marie Glennie • Cooke Aquaculture Inc.
Olumuyiwa Arotiba • Alliance Petroserve
Michel Corriveau
Jon Travis • Leaf Engineering
Stacy Arnold • Edge Wireline Inc.
Yevgen Yevsyeyev • Leaf Engineering
Malcolm McDonald • Makoa Enterprises Ltd.
Cory Holmes • Alectra Utilities
Michael James • Rokstad Power
Peter Mlekuz • Moldex
Shawna Doucette • Midland Transport Limited
Brittany Cross • TransAlta
Ray John • BCI
Mallory Corbett • Motor Vehicle Safety Association of 
Manitoba / Manitoba Motor Dealers Association
Dan Beecroft • Petro-Canada Lubricants Inc.
Vern Belos • The T-R Group Inc. 
Niamh Pauline Joyce • Alstom Transport Canada
Harrison Kloke
Joseph Landreville • Black and McDonald
Kelly Jackson • Act First Safety
Kenneth Moore • Solare Contracting and Consulting Inc.
Akeem Aderibigbe • AECOM
Shari Melanson • Midland Transport Limited
Jeff Moser • National Tire Distibutors
Christina McCharles • Full Circle OHS Consulting
Marina Staresinic • Jayne Industries Inc.
Scott Barnes • Nestle Waters
Stephen Sayle • SayleGroup Inc.
Lori Hendren
Roland Lupka • Flow Products

Lori Ross  • NSCSA
Marie Wiebe • Mich Consulting
Tim Collins • Avetta
Rhonda Bock • 1967325 Alberta Ltd.
Jesse Fraser • Savanna Energy Services

John Ratcliff • NLCSA
John Wicks • NLCSA
Jo-Ann Woodland • WorkplaceNL
Derek Morgan • Public Services Health & Safety Association

NEW Members

NEW CHSCs
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a great way for CSSE members to advertise their products, 
services or events directly to their target market 

Benefits of advertising in CSSE Contact magazine:

✓ Distribution: to all CSSE members - that’s over 5,000 members nationally!

✓ Delivery: your message will reach safety professionals in Canada and around the world

✓ Audience: Targeted towards occupational health & safety professionals

✓ Consistency: Produced and distributed quarterly with fresh new material each issue

Please see next page for rates and specs. 

w
w

Advertising in

FREE 

SAFETY
GOGGLES!

STOP BY BOOTH 305 FOR YOUR FREE PAIR 

THINK SAFETY FIRST...

From the workplace, to the docks, 

and everywhere along the way...

CSSE

The voice of

OHS&E 
in Canada

CLEAN AND SAFE WORKPLACES ARE A BENEFIT TO EVERYONE 

website.ca

THINK SAFETY

From the jobsite to home,

and everywhere along the way... P R O F E S S I O N A L  D E V E L O P M E N T  C O N F E R E N C E

Health & Safety in a Changing World  •  Leading Beyond Compliance

SEPTEMBER 17-20 

HALIFAX
CONVENTION C E N T R E

NOVA SCOTIA

Is SAFETY your

TOP priority?

website.ca

Obtaining a CRSP®/PSAC® designation 

will set you apart from others within the 

OHS industry and emphasize that you 

are professionally committed to health 

and safety within the workplace.

website.ca

THINK 
SMART

website.ca

Working Together for 

Workplace Safety

We focus on Occupational Health, 

Safety and Environmental Services

w
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“Protection that fits your budget”

24/7 CLAIMS SERVICE

website.ca

For more information or to discuss advertising opportunities, contact 

Perry Ruehlen - pruehlen@csse.org

Advertising in
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a great way for CSSE members to advertise their products, 
services or events directly to their target market 

Benefits of advertising in CSSE Contact magazine:

✓ Distribution: to all CSSE members - that’s over 5,000 members nationally!

✓ Delivery: your message will reach safety professionals in Canada and around the world

✓ Audience: Targeted towards occupational health & safety professionals

✓ Consistency: Produced and distributed quarterly with fresh new material each issue

Please see next page for rates and specs. 

Advertising in
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Business Card
Full colour • 3.5” x 2”

$75

1/4 page
vertical ad

Full colour • 3.5” x 4.25”

$150

1/2 page ad

Full colour • 7.5” x 4.375”

$250

1/4 page horizontal ad
Full colour • 7.5” x 2”

$150

For more information or to discuss advertising opportunities, contact 

Perry Ruehlen - pruehlen@csse.org
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